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Al Young 
Novelist, Screenwriter, Poet 
Al Young is the winner of a Wallace Stegner Writing Fellowship. He was 
educated at the University of Michigan and the University of California at 
Berkeley. 
A prolific writer, small press editor, and publisher, Young has lectured 
and performed his work throughout the United States and abroad. 
Novels Musical Memoirs 
Snakes Bodies & Soul 
Who Is Angelina? Kinds Of Blue 
Sitting Pretty Things Ain't What They Used To Be 
Ask Me Now 
Seduction By Light Screenplays 
Nigger 
Poems Sparkle 
Dancing A Piece Of The Action 
The Song Turning Back Into Itself Bustin ' Loose 
Geography Of The Near Past Personal Problems 
Heaven (forthcoming, 1989) Chasin ' The Bird 
The Blues Don't Change 
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